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Sustainable development
Sustainable development is
development that meets the
needs of the present, without
compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their
own needs.

Brundtland Commission (1987)

The opposite of Sustainable Development
• Greed, as the opposite of Self-Control
• Injustice
• Cowardice
• Ignorance

st
21

century challenges

God made animals for our
use… or… Humans are the
pinnacle of evolution
It doesn’t
exist!

Problem
• Nationalism (as opposed to patriotism)
• Fake news
• Mass consumerism

• Climate change

Not my
problem!

But I
need it!
I will cut my
emissions if
you will!

• Biodiversity loss
• Political apathy

Didn’t you see my
tweet?
The anti-Stoic response

Sabotaged Stoicism
• $toicism / Silicon Valley Stoicism
• Life-hack Stoicism

• Broics
oRed Pill
oMGTOW

Did you know?
• If Europe turned vegetarian, its nitrogen
pollution would fall by 70%.
• The UK imports two thirds of the water it
uses – mostly in agricultural products –
and some of it comes from countries that
face water stress or that are home to
communities facing water poverty.

• In the UK, the richest 10% of people
produce twice the CO2 emissions of the
poorest 10%.

Greta Thunberg

Climate Change and Environmental Issues
The very earth is burdened with our
buildings; not a river, not a mountain,
escapes us. Oh, that there should be such
boundless desires in our little bodies!
Would not fewer lodgings serve us?.... A
bull contents himself with one meadow,
and one forest is enough for a thousand
elephants; but the little body of a man
devours more than all other living
creatures.

– Seneca, On a Happy Life, Chapter 11
(translated by L’Estrange, 1807, p. 144).
Source: Raworth based on Steffenet al (2015)

Did you know?
• The UK is the fifth most unequal country in
Europe.
• Average household income for Britain's
highest-earning decile is 6.8 times that of
the lowest.
• 44% of the UK’s wealth owned by just 10%
of the population, five times the total wealth
held by the poorest half.
• Millennials (people born after 1981) are only
half as likely as baby boomers to own their
own home by the age of 30.

Economics and Inequality
Kindly remember that he whom you
call your slave* sprang from the same
stock, is smiled upon by the same
skies, and on equal terms with
yourself breathes, lives, and dies. It is
just as possible for you to see in him a
free-born man as for him to see in
you a slave.
- Seneca, Letter XLVII – On Master &
Slave

*Replace the word “slave” for “immigrant”
and you have the modern version
Source: Raworth (2017) – Doughnut economics

The modern Stoic response
What ought we, as a society, to do?

A

st
21

century vision for Stoicism

• Provide Stoic solutions for everyday life according to Nature and to
the facts.
• Take Stoicism beyond the self, the personal is political.
• Return the philosophy to the Stoa… It was a marketplace for the
exchange of ideas and not an ivory tower built on paywalls.
• Participate in initiatives that breakdown social barriers.
• Explore what Stoicism has to offer on a societal/global level, as
sustainability is, by definition, about justice, self-control, wisdom and
having the courage to take the difficult decisions.

Global Citizen

Never, when asked one's country, to
answer, "I am an Athenian or a
Corinthian," but "I am a citizen of the
world.”
- Epictetus

A person can and should be loyal
simultaneously to her family, her
neighbourhood, her profession and
her nation – why not add
humankind and planet Earth to
that list?

Yuval Noah Harari (2018)
21 Lessons for the 21st Century
Source: Whiting et al. (2018)

Consequences of being a Cosmopolitan Stoic
If we operate out of cosmopolitanism we are more likely to:
• Identify the real causes and problems of inequality – which isn’t poor
immigrants!
• Question historical and modern day narratives when it comes to “them” vs
“us”
• Understand that there are more similarities between us than differences,
despite the media’s claims to the opposite (which sells more or higher
priced advertising space).
• Occupy a balanced position- instead of falling for populism or left or right
extremes, grounded in Stoicism you’d look for facts and act out of virtue.
• Re-framing of political questions and asking the questions politicians avoid.

Consequences of adding the Earth
If we include the Earth in the circles of concern then we can no longer justify
practices such as:
• Intensive farming, that take away livestock’s capacity to live according to
their Nature and is the number one contributor to carbon emissions.
• Buying cheap throw away fashion – there is no “away” – or buying coffee in
single use plastic cups.
• Maintaining silence when it comes to animal rights or the reality of global
warming.

What can London Stoics do for 2019?
• Tree planting and adoption - Wild Life
Trust
• Adopt an animal at ZSL (which helps
towards conservation in the wild)
• Go out for a group vegetarian night and
introduce people to a new way of eating
• Donate ancient and modern Stoic books
for a local library.
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Thank you
Any questions?
If you would like me to send you the papers we have been working on,
please put your name on the sign up sheet or email me here:
kaiwhiting@tecnico.ulisboa.pt

www.StoicKai.com
@kaiwhiting

